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This year Conexpo was back and bigger than 
ever, with the organisers claiming almost 
140,000 visitors for the three co-located 
events - Conexpo, ConAg & IFPE - with 20 
percent of them coming from overseas - an 
increase of 8,000 on the Covid affected 2020 
event. This year was busy - particularly 
when the sun shone later in the week - and 
most importantly it had a very positive ‘vibe’ 
throughout. This translated into orders, 
according to exhibitors we spoke with, a 
great deal of money was spent at the show 
on equipment of all shapes and sizes. 

Spread out all over
Unfortunately, this year’s extended layout meant 
that getting from one area to another was even 
more protracted than last time, taking up to  30 
to 40 minutes to go from the Festival Grounds 
- where most crane, access and telehandler 
exhibits were located - to the Silver Lot or 
Central Hall. 

the miSSing
As we have previously reported, several major 
manufacturers including Manitowoc, Genie, 
JLG, Bronto, Ruthmann and Wolffkran decided 
not to attend. Some due to its proximity to the 
postponed Bauma last October, and some due to 
increasing costs to exhibit and long lead times. 

One surprise though was the appearance of two 
Grove cranes on the Broderson stand. Broderson 

is part of Lanco, which also owns Manitowoc/
Grove distributors Mi-Jack and Walter Peyton.  
It seems that a complaint was made, regarding 
a rule preventing non-represented manufacturers 
from exhibiting. As a result, Manitowoc 
popped up on the official exhibitors list just 
before opening day suggesting, perhaps, that a 
payment for the space had changed hands? Or 
was it just trade show gossip?

Thankfully for those on this side of the Atlantic 
the missing manufacturers will be at Vertikal 
Days next month.

The ‘no shows’ and the proximity of Bauma, did 
limit the number of big new product launches, 
however there was still plenty to see. With 
magazine space limited in this issue, we will try 
to convey a flavour of the show in pictures and 
cover new products in our features section over 
the remainder of the year. 

Stand out exhibit
To answer the question: ‘What was the one 
exhibit that really stood out?’ It can only be the 
maddest 30.5 metre/22 tonne Xtreme XR50100 
quad track telehandler named ‘Trackzilla’ with tilt 
cab and an overall weight of 60 tonnes.

Conexpo will return to Las Vegas in March 2026. 
If you have never been to Conexpo or Las Vegas 
- you have to do it at least once…

Conexpo  
TrAnsformeD...
It is amazing the difference three years can make. Conexpo 2020 was due to be 
the largest for many years, but was hit by the rapid approach of Covid 19, leading 
to the event closing almost two days early.
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CONEXPO REVIEW

Xtreme ‘Trackzilla’
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CONEXPO REVIEW

LGMG first mast boom 
in North America - the 

M2640JE

Hinowa was tucked 
away in the new 

West Hall

Imer stand IPAF electrocution demo with 
Tony Groat

Xtreme tilt construction telehandler attachment

Sunward SWTH1056  
telehandler

Grove TMS 875-2 on  
the Broderson stand.

Terex Commander digger derrick

130 tonne Liebherr LRT 1130-2.1  
with 60m main boom

Snorkel  
2100SJ

Broderson’s new 20 ton RT-400

Liebherr 470 EC-B tower crane

Merlo 50.35 S Plus EE4 CVTRONIC 
Roto telehandler

Link-Belt stand with the new 250 tonne 300AT All 
Terrain and the 110 tonne 120TT Truck Terrain crane

Jekko JF  
articulated tracked cranes

Kobelco CK2000G3 - just part of 
the cowboy themed stand

Liebherr LR 1400 SX

There was a lot of interest in the 
Snorkel and Xtreme products

Skyjack SJ1256 
THS 17 metre 
telehandler is 
being produced 
at its new 
facility in 
Mexico
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IMT standHectronic 
stand

LGMG scissors including 
the new SR2669D

Merlo  
E-Worker  
25.5-90 4WD

Hydro-Mobile  
stand

Tadano e-Pack

TVH standThe new Socage Raptor brand 
includes three  
new models

Tadano GR-1300XL

The Jaso derrick craneSinoboom scissorsPlatform Basket stand

Liebherr LTM 
1100-5.3 - 
100 tonne 
62m main 

boom

Sinoboom celebrated 15 
years at the show

Sany SCA1350A lattice 
crawler crane

Palfinger pick 
up mounted 
platform

Sunward 
SWSL6094RT 
scissor

Palfinger PK 
135.002 TEC 7  
on a Mack truck

One of several really good bands keeping visitors 
entertained - these were on the Sany stand
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CONEXPO REVIEW

Tadano GR-1000XLL EVolt showing 
the inverter and motor

Versalift articulated boom 
on a Terramac RT9 U tracked 
chassis

Zoomlion 
ZRT11D543

Kobelco CK1600G-3

Ormig 55 sold to 
Baker Rigging

Xtreme Trackzilla

Wacker Neuson TH412

MEC Nano10-XD
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CONEXPO REVIEW

Manitou MRT3570 roto 
telehandlerSany Rough Terrain cranesManitex TC85159

David White of Mec with the 
New MME 30-RJ mast boom

Cormach 
240000A 

Dingli stand

Almac 
T-Crane 

1600 EVO

Goldhofer  
blade mover

Bobcat TL519

Malta Dynamics 
Mobile Fall 
Protection 
system

Sany telehandlersMagni RTH 6.30Maeda MC815C

Pettibone Extendo 1544XManitex AL68 tracked mounted lift

Bailey Cranes scissor with protection

Manitou has started selling ANSI versions of its 
boom lifts in North America - including this electric 
ATJ 46E - the ATJ16E elsewhere




